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Abstract— Active Queue Management (AQM) has been extensively studied in the context of wired Internet. In this paper, we
propose an AQM algorithm for a bottleneck node with wireless
link. Specifically, we propose a robust controller design method
that maintains the queue length close to an operating point. We
treat capacity variation as an external disturbance and design
the controller using H∞ control techniques. This results in the
controller being robust to changes in the design parameters of
the system, while it meets the performance objectives. We also
consider the effect of round trip time in our model. Our method
of incorporating the delay into the discretized model simplifies
controller design.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Active Queue Management (AQM) techniques play an important role in controlling congestion in Transmission Control
Protocol (TCP) networks. Random Early Detection (RED) [1]
was one of the earliest AQM methods. However, RED suffers
from several drawbacks like requirement of considerable effort
in tuning its parameters to achieve good performance [2]. The
development of RED, however, sparked off a lot of interest
in AQM algorithms and subsequently several algorithms [3],
[4], [5], [6], [7], that addressed the shortcomings of RED,
were proposed. An AQM algorithm comprises of two basic
components- one that monitors the fluctuations in queue
length and the other that conveys any incipient congestion
by dropping or marking a packet with some probability. TCP
congestion control mechanism responds to this feedback by
adaptively modifying its window size. Various AQM techniques differ in the way they perform queue measurements
for detecting congestion and the mechanism for packet drop.
See [8] for a comprehensive overview of AQM algorithms.
It was subsequently recognized that TCP with AQM router
can be considered as a feedback control system. Thus control
theoretic models of AQM have been developed in [9], [10],
[11] among others and these models have helped in a better
understanding of router queue dynamics in TCP networks.
This has resulted in systematic and scalable techniques for
controller design. (See [12], [13] and the references therein
for a detailed overview and analysis.).
Despite a plethora of literature in AQM, most of these works
have focussed on wired network. In this paper, we study AQM
for the case of wireless links. Unlike wired link which is
assumed to have a fixed capacity, a wireless link has a capacity
that is time varying due to multipath fading and mobility [14].
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Thus, the controller is required to meet performance objectives
in the presence of these capacity variations.
An important feature of the method proposed in this paper
is that we have not ignored the delay due to round trip time
in the model, nor has the delay transfer function e−sT been
approximated by a real rational transfer function. Keeping in
mind that the packet drop/mark probability has its effect on the
TCP sources only after at least the round trip time, modifying
the model by ignoring the delay results in the modified
model suggesting an exaggerated ability to control the queue
length using drop probability for control. The importance of
considering the time delay has also been noted in [15], [16],
[17]. In this paper, we assume that there are no fluctuations
in the round trip time; this constant time delay in the system
model is incorporated in a discretized model of the continuous
time TCP network system (see Section II).
More recently, AQM for wireless networks has also been
studied in [18]. Capacity variation of wireless link has been
considered as a disturbance and an H∞ control technique
has been used for controller design to achieve disturbance
attenuation. However, in [18], due to the (linearized) timedelay system that is eventually studied, the solution to the H∞
control problem as formulated there requires the solution of a
matrix inequality that is not a linear matrix inequality (LMI).
As a result, a search/sweeping process is required to get a clue
of suitable parameters (using heuristic methods described in
[19]), after which an LMI problem is to be solved to find a
controller that meets the performance objective.
In contrast to [18], our method of incorporating the delay
into the discretized model simplifies controller design. In our
approach, the controller can be designed to control the discrete
time system for any of various performance objectives like
Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR), Linear Quadratic Gaussian
(LQG), H2 , H∞ , or just pole placement.
In order to ensure that the controller stabilizes the router
queue despite inaccuracies in the linearized discretized model,
we design a robust controller using H∞ control methods. We
treat variations in the capacity as disturbances to the system
and seek to design a controller that reduces the maximum
effect that the disturbances can cause to fluctuations in the
queue length. The robustness of this controller is verified
using simulations. In this sense the active queue management
technique of this paper can be termed as Robust Queue
Management (RQM). The same discrete time model of the
TCP network with a wireless link can be used for meeting
other control objectives.
Another feature about capacity variations adopted in this

paper is that these variations (about a nominal capacity value
C0 ), are made to influence the plant states through a low
pass filter. This filter incorporates the situation that capacity
variations are slower than queue length variations and other
such variables of the system. Thus the controller is required to
reduce the effect due to only low frequency capacity variations.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We study
the system model and make certain approximations (like
linearizations, discretizations) in the next section. The control
problem and the performance objective of the controller is
stated in Section III. Section IV contains simulation results
of the proposed RQM controller and comparison with RED
performance. A few conclusive remarks follow in Section V.
II. S YSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we first describe the fluid flow model of
TCP window and router dynamics in a wireless network.
A. Fluid Flow Model of TCP for Wireless Network
We model the TCP network by a simple dumb-bell topology where TCP sources send data towards their destinations
through a router which represents the bottleneck node in the
network (see Figure 2). With receipt of acknowledgement
packet, each source increase its rate of transmission and this
eventually causes the outgoing link capacity of the bottleneck
node to be exceeded. When a packet drop is detected by
the TCP source, it reduces its window size by half. In this
way, each source attempts to determine the available capacity
in the network. We consider the fluid flow model of TCP
behavior as proposed in the classical paper [10]. This model
relates window and queue dynamics with capacity of the router
outgoing link and the round trip time (RTT). Note that RTT is
the time required for the packet to reach the destination plus
the time it takes for an acknowledgement to reach the sender.
Hence, it comprises of transmission time, queuing delay and
propagation delay.
Though originally proposed for wired networks, we use the
fluid flow model for the wireless scenario where we assume
that the capacity of the bottleneck node is time varying.
We further assume that these variations are relatively slow
compared to queue dynamics. With these assumptions, we
write the fluid flow model as follows
•
W (t)W (t − R(t))
1
−
p(t − R(t)),
W (t) =
R(t)
2R(t − R(t))
•
W (t)
q (t) =
N (t) − C(t),
(1)
R(t)
where W is the TCP window size (packets), q is the
queue length (packets), R is the round-trip time (seconds)
q
+ Tp , C is the link capacity (packets/s), Tp is the
R = C(t)
propagation delay (seconds), N is the load factor (number
•
of TCP sources), p is the probability of packet drop, and x
denotes the derivative of x with respect to time.
The first term on the right hand side of the first equation
corresponds to additive increase of the window while the
second term corresponds to multiplicative decrease in response
to packet drop which occurs with probability p. The second
equation captures the queue dynamics. The queue length q
and window-size W are positive and bounded quantities, i.e.

q ∈ [0, q̄] and W ∈ [0, W̄ ], where q̄ and W̄ denote buffer
capacity and maximum window size respectively. The marking
probability p(.) takes values in [0, 1].
We linearize the above nonlinear system about an equilibruim point. Suppose W0 , C0 , R0 , p0 , q0 , Tp and N satisfy
•
•
suitable equations such that W (t) and q (t) are zero. Like in
[10], the corresponding equations for an equilibruim operating
point are W02 p0 = 2, W0 N = R0 C0 and R0 = Cq00 + Tp .
Consider deviations of variables W , q, p and C about such
an equilibruim point to obtain the following linearized model;
let δW , δq, δp and δC respectively denote these deviations, i.e.
δW := W −W0 , δq := q −q0 , δp := p−p0 and δC = C −C0 .
•

δW (t)

−N C0
(δW (t) + δW (t − R0 ))
(q0 + C0 Tp )2
C0 (q0 + C0 Tp )
−
δp(t − R0 ),
(2)
2N 2

=

•

0 δq(t)+q0 δC(t)
δq (t) = C0 N δW (t)−C
.
q0 +C0 Tp
This model is utilized below in the following subsection for
controller design after suitable discretization.

B. Digital AQM Controller Design
The objective of an AQM controller is to maintain the queue
length of the router at the desired set value. The controller is
also required to be robust with respect to variations in network
parameters like queue set point and number of TCP sources.
We can represent the entire system by the model as shown in
Figure 1. The inputs to the plant are probability of packet drop
δp and capacity variations δC while the output is the queue
length deviation δq. The controller takes queue deviation as
the input and produces probability of packet drop as its output.
Capacity Variations δC(t)

G(s)
Probability of Drop δp(t)

δq(t)

K(s)

Fig. 1.

AQM Controller Model for a Wireless Network

We now present a discretized linear model. We begin by
first writing the above set of equations (Equation (2)) in state
space like form. Here the state x at time t is (δW (t), δq(t))
and the input u is (δp, δC).
"
#

−N C0
0
•
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(q0 +C0 Tp )2
x =
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−C0
δq(t)
q0 +C0 Tp
q0 +C0 Tp
"
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δp(t − R0 )
0
2
2N
+
, (3)
q0
δC(t)
0
q0 +C0 Tp
and y = δq(t) =



0
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C0
a11 := − (q0−N
+C0 Tp )2 , a21 :=

b11 := −

C0 (q0 +C0 Tp )
2N 2

δW (t)
δq(t)


. After defining

N C0
q0 +C0 Tp ,

and b22 :=

C0
a22 := − q0 +C
,
0 Tp
q0
q0 +C0 Tp ,

we get the

following state space like set of equations
properties. More precisely, the nominal plant Ĝ is only an

 


approximation of the actual TCP network and hence the
•
b δp(t − R0 )
a
0 δW (t)+δW (t − R0 )
x = 11
, actual system can be considered as a perturbation of Ĝ. Our
+ 11
b22 δC(t)
a21 a22
δq(t)
controller (designed using the nominal plant) is required to be


 


 δW (t)
robust to these perturbations if the objective of queue stabiδp(t − R0 )
0 0
. (4)lization is to be achieved for the actual plant also. Moreover,
+
y
= 0 1
δC(t)
0 0
δq(t)
due to the time varying nature of wireless link capacity, we
Consider the Laplace transform of the signals and incorporate have considered capacity as an exogenous disturbance input.
the time delay R0 by introducing the operator e−sR0 . The Thus this paper’s proposed method provides for Robust Queue
transfer function G(s) of the plant from input signals (δp, δC) Management (RQM) of the buffer in the wireless router to
to the output signal δq comes out to be
address congestion.


In this paper, we assume slowly varying wireless channel.
a21 b11 e−sR0 (s − a11 (1 + e−sR0 ))b22
.
(5)
G(s) =
Thus
instead of considering all disturbance sequences, we
−sR
0)
(s − a22 )(s − a11 − a11 e
consider only low frequency variations in the capacity; this


δp
is achieved by including a digital low pass filter between δC
to give output δq).
(G(s) acts on input
δC
and the plant. A simple first order filter with one pole and no
In order to circumvent the difficulty of incorporating the zero with the pole location at (1 − ωc ), where ωc is the cutoff
irrational transfer function e−sR0 into controller design meth- frequency, can be included. This allows capacity variations of
ods, we propose a discretization of the continuous time model frequencies at most ωc to reach the plant.
with a sampling period Ts such that R0 is an integer multiple
Thus RQM scheme uses the instantaneous queue meaof Ts (say R0 = nTs ). Then, the operator e−sR0 can surement and calculates a suitable probability of randomly
be discretized to obtain the operator z −n . Discretizing the dropping packets from the queue to achieve a robust control
continuous time system is reasonable given that eventually of queue length. We end this section with a quick summary of
AQM techniques are implemented digitally.
the major steps involved in RQM scheme and then proceed to
We use the bilinear transformation to discretize the transfer evaluate performance results of simulations using this method
function in Equation (5). This transformation corresponds in the following section.
to the trapezoidal rule for approximating integration. Dis1) Knowing the operating points (W0 , q0 , p0 , C0 ), fix the
cretization of the transfer function G(s) using the bilinear
desired queue length in buffer to q0 and the probability
2 z−1
transformation translates to replacing s with Ts ( z+1 ), and,
of drop to p0 , using the equilibruim equations.
as explained above, e−sR0 by z −n .
2) Design an H∞ controller (using Scilab/Matlab) to get
Let Ĝ(z) denote the plant transfer function of the discretized
the digital controller K(z).
system. This discrete time LTI model Ĝ(z) is used for the
3) Measure the instantaneous queue length of the router at
purpose of designing a causal controller K(z) that meets a
every packet arrival and calculate the deviation from the
suitable control objective, and K(z) is implemented in the
set point value q0 which gives rise to δq.
time domain for computing the current incremental probability
4) Use K(z) to compute the (incremental) probability of
b
b
of packet drop, δp.
drop δp corresponding to δq by K(z)δq(z)
=: δp(z)
b
b
where
δq(z)
and
δp(z)
are
the
Z-transforms
of
signals
III. ROBUST QUEUE MANAGEMENT
δq and δp after sampling.
The AQM problem can now be formulated for the linear
5) Update the probability of drop for the current instant,
system Ĝ(z) as a disturbance attenuation problem: design a
p(k) = p0 + δp(k), and drop the packets randomly from
controller K(z) that takes input δq and gives output δp such
the router buffer with probability p(k).
that the ‘effect’ of the disturbance input (capacity variation)
δC on δq is sufficiently small. There are several ways in
IV. S IMULATIONS AND P ERFORMANCE R ESULTS
which this effect can be quantified; one of the ways is to use
S
D
the so-called induced `2 norm of the transfer function. We
use the ratio of the `2 norm2 of the output signal P d to the
D
S
input signal d to define the H∞ norm of a stable transfer
function P (z) as follows
kP dk2
.
kP kH∞ :=
sup
d∈`2 , d6=0 kdk2
Thus choosing a controller to reduce the closed loop system’s
H∞ norm amounts to reducing the gain that the worst disturbance input signal δC can have on the queue length deviation
δq in the closed loop system; this is called H∞ control.
A controller that ensures that the closed loop system has
a sufficiently small H∞ norm tends to have good robustness
2 The

kdk22

P

|d(k)|2 ,

`2 norm of a sequence {d(·)} is defined as
:= k∈Z
where Z denotes all integers. The space of all such square summable
sequences is also denoted by `2 .
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Fig. 2.

Network topology

Dn

We now design the RQM controller for an example network.
Figure 2 shows a dumb-bell shaped network topology, which
we have used for simulation. The link marked ‘Wireless
link’ in the figure is assumed to be a slowly varying link.

(S1 , ..., Sn ) are TCP sources which are connected to router
with links having capacity of 10 Mbps and propagation delay
of 10 ms. (D1 , ..., Dn ) are TCP sink nodes. S1 and D1 form a
TCP source-sink pair, S2 and D2 form another source-sink pair
and so on. TCP sinks are connected to intermediate node with
links having capacity of 10Mbps and propagation delay of 10
ms. The outgoing link capacity of the wireless link is set with
maximum value of 0.5 Mbps. Router node is the bottleneck
node with limited buffer size of 100 packets and the set value
for buffer is 80 packets. The packet size is fixed and set at 1500
bytes. Simulations have been carried out on network simulator
NS version 2.1b2. During the simulations, the capacity of the
wireless link varies randomly from 0.1 Mbps to 0.5 Mbps with
nominal value being 0.3 Mbps and this capacity changes once
a second. From the network parameters, the round-trip time
can be computed to be 200 ms. The number of TCP sources
N is assumed to be 50. With 1500 bytes as packet size, C0
is 200 packets/second. Desired queue set point is 80 packets.
This gives rise to equilibrium point W0 = 2.4 and p0 = 0.34.
For these values, the RQM controller is designed using Matlab.
We have used a low pass filter with pole placed at p = 0.6.
The controller transfer function we obtained is
K(z) =

28.63z 3 − 2.337z 2 − 23.92z + 7.053
.
1000(z 3 + 2.491z 2 + 2.04z + 0.5325)

Fig. 4.

RQM: Queue Fluctuations (desired queue length: 90)

place. Figures 4 to 7 correspond to the RQM controller (designed actually for queue length 80) being utilized to stabilize
the queue length at 90, 80, 70, and 45 packets, respectively.
The controller’s ability to control the queue fluctuations for
this wide range of queue set points: from 90 to 45 packets,
demonstrates its robustness.

which has all its poles within the unit circle.
A. Performance of RED
For illustrating the efficacy of our proposed algorithm, we
first perform the simulations with RED in the presence of
capacity variations. RED performance has been tested for three
values of maxp : 0.1, 0.2 and 0.5. The minimum and maximum
thresholds have been set to 30 and 90 packets, respectively.
Figure 3 illustrates fluctuations in queue length for maxp =
0.1. Notice that the queue fluctuations are high and RED is
not able to achieve the desired queue control. (Our simulations
with other settings of maxp show worse queue control.)

Fig. 3.

Fig. 5.

RQM: Queue Fluctuations (desired queue length: 80)

Fig. 6.

RQM: Queue Fluctuations (desired queue length: 70)

RED Queue Fluctuations with maxp =0.1

B. Performance of RQM
In this subsection, we depict the simulation results for the
proposed RQM. In order to test the robustness of our scheme,
we also check how the controller designed for one set of
parameters performs when changes in these parameters take

It can be seen that queue control is not lost even when
the queue set point is kept at the extreme end of the buffer:
90 packets. On the other hand, queue length is very wellregulated at the lower operating point values also like 45

Fig. 7.

RQM: Queue Fluctuations (desired queue length: 45)

packets. However, when we set the operating point at lower
value, there is a slight increase in the packet loss.
We also check the RQM controller’s performance in the
scenario that the number of TCP sources N changes from
N0 = 50, the number for which the controller was designed.
During simulations, N is varied from 50 to 250. The queue
set point has been kept at q0 = 80 packets. A study of queue
length fluctuations reveals that queue control is not lost even
when the number of sources is increased to as high as 250.
For the lack of space, we have not plotted these graphs but
they tend to be similar to Figures 4 to 7 albeit with different
packet loss and capacity utilization. Figures 8 and 9 capture
how packet loss and capacity utilization depend on the number
of sources (while using a controller designed for N0 = 50).

Fig. 8.

RQM: Packet Loss (controller designed for N = 50)

V. C ONCLUSIONS
Active Queue Management has been studied extensively for
wired network. In this paper, we have proposed the design of
robust AQM for wireless link. Specifically, we have proposed
a way to address capacity variations of the wireless link by
treating it as an external input. The round trip delay has been
incorporated by discretizing the system and using the discrete
time system for the design of a digital controller; we designed
an H∞ controller to achieve robust queue control.
Once designed, the controller can be used for fairly wide
perturbations in the network parameters like load variations,

Fig. 9.

RQM: Capacity Utilisation (controller designed for N = 50)

without requiring any online tuning or adjustment of parameters by the user. This feature gives a significant advantage in
the context of wireless link.
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